ZoeAnn Holmes

I am ZoeAnn Holmes in nutrition and food management and the question is can we learn online and the answer is certainly you can. I’ve taught three different types of courses, I’ve taught a quantitative science to foods course, I’ve taught a laboratory course, and now I’m teaching more of a qualitative course, the foods of non-western culture. This particular course uses many different ways of showing the outcomes that we have on the course. I’ve found with online teaching that the whole key to online teaching is to have outcomes because outcomes are what you plan your content around and the outcomes are what we plan our activities around or otherwise what we are going to grade our students with. With having outcomes we are able to use activities all the way from our foods in non-western culture to a blog, we are currently doing a blog this quarter, to streaming video where the students then do an evaluation and write a paper with the streaming video or just simply using the textbook or some articles that we place online.